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Abstract 

Surface reconstruction and their similarities is a central problem in the field of vision based modeling. It arises in
particular from the task of classifying and recognizing objects from their observed silhouette. Defining natural
distances between image discontinuities creates a metric space of shapes, whose mathematical structure is
inherently relevant to the classification task. One intriguing metric space is identified from using conformal mappings
through Feature Extraction Algorithm of 2D stereo images. Surface reconstruction may be performed as
unconstrained tracking and 3D data merging or as iterative structure from motion, or through constrained depth
recovery using epipolar geometry. Immediate problems with these approaches are aperture problem, variation in
stabilizing factor over time and object distortion at different viewpoints. The above said difficulties are avoided by
introducing Feature extraction techniques. This approach results a denser depth map from the traits with variable
window size to avoid distortion across the composite planar image. This constraint reduces the aperture problem
during search. Wide-angle reconstruction of 3D scenes is conventionally achieved by extracting the features from
stereo images, have been performed using two CCD Cameras under static and dynamic environment. The result
shows the required optimal window requirement to get photorealistic surface reconstruction of physical environment
scenes with minimum human intervention.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In the last years the generation of 3D models of
an object has become a topic of interest for several
researchers. Particular attention has also been paid on
the reconstruction of realistic environment models,
which could be employed in a wide range of
applications such as medicine, surveillance, video
games, virtual reality environments or ergonomics
applications. A complete environment model usually
consists of the shape and the position of the objects
in a cross country terrain. Some available systems
consider the two modeling processes as separate, even
if they are very close. Considering the techniques that
recover the shape of static and dynamic environments,
relies on 3D scanners, these sensors are quite
expensive but simple to use and various software is
available to model the 3D measurements. It refers
according to different technologies providing for millions
of points, often with related color information. Other
techniques try to recover the shape of object with
image-based approaches [1]. It utilizes camera
stereo-view geometry silhouette extraction or single
image measurements. Computer animation software
can instead produce realistic 3D environment model by
subdividing and smoothing polygonal elements, without

any measurements. These spline-based systems are
mainly used for movies or games and the created
virtual object is animated using similar animation
packages or with motion captures data [2]. Concerning
the motion of the dynamic systems, the main problem
is the great number of degrees of freedom to be
recovered. Existing and reliable commercial systems for
capturing object motion typically involve the tracking of
object movements using sensor-based hardware [3].
Other approaches instead rely on 2D monocular videos
of environment as primary input. Through computer
vision techniques, image cues, background
segmentation, statistics, prior knowledge about object
motion, probabilistic approaches and pre-defined
articulated object models to recover motions and 3D
information the surface reconstruction is obtained.

Many research activities in this area has focused
on the problem of tracking a moving object through an
image sequence acquired with stereo camera and often
using pre-defined 3D models. But little attention has
been directed to the determination of 3D information of
an object surface directly from an image sequence
using a camera model. In this contribution a simple
and efficient method to find the poses and the 3D
model of an object from the development of feature
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extraction software for obstacle detection of a cross
country terrain stereo images. The paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of the
methods and contributions of related work while section
3 discusses model issues. Section 4 describes the
developed Feature Extraction algorithm for the surface
reconstruction of the stereo image. Section 5 introduces
the experimental system overview and Section 6
evaluates the quality of the results on the real time
images that are grabbed is required for a typical
applications. Section 6 concludes with future work.

II. METHODS AND CONTRIBUTIONS

A. Triangulation method of reconstruction

Surface reconstruction of scene from stereo
framework can be understood naturally as a
generalization of traditional passive stereo methods that
operate entirely within the spatial domain shown in
Fig.1. Traditional stereo finds correspondence pixels by
comparing spatial neighborhoods around candidate
pairs of pixels in the two images. This current frame
work simply adds a depth dimension of a depth map
from the triangulation technique to the neighborhoods
for stereo matching [4]. Computed depth forms the
reconstructed surface model of an object. But the
maximized error occurred while solving the
correspondence between the images alters the
reconstructed surface from the physical system.

Fig. 1. Traditional passive stereo method

B. Colinearity based reconstruction

To recover accurate surface models from images
are based on the co linearity equations. They state that
a point in object space and its corresponding point in
an image and the projective center of the camera lie
on a straight line. If a point in stereo-image is more
than one frame, its surface coordinates with respect to
world coordinate system can be recovered from the

camera parameters [5]. Although this method is very
accurate, if a point to be imaged is at least in two
images and a good baseline between consecutive
frames. Therefore it is not possible for a dynamic
camera imaging system. A simplification of co linearity
equations leads to the perspective projection that
relates the image measurements to the world
coordinate system (X, Y, Z) from image coordinates
(x, y) just through the camera constant c referred as,

x = − c
X
Z

(1)

y = − c
Y
Z

(2)

To recover surface information from a
uncalibrated view, referred as ‘ill-posed’ problem [6],
requires three unknown coordinates, and the camera
constant. Therefore the system is underdetermined and
some more assumptions need to be introduced. For
man made objects like buildings, geometric constraints
on the object and image invariant can be used to solve
an ill-posed problem. But in case of free form objects
like human body and animals, these assumptions are
not valid. Therefore (1) can be furthermore simplified,
by describing the relationship between the surface of
the object coordinates and 2D image measurements
with a scaled factor s = − c/Z.

The effect of orthographic projection is a simple
scaling of the object coordinates. The
scaled-orthographic model amounts to parallel
projection, with a scaling added to mimic the effect that
the image of an object shrinks with the distance. This
camera model can be used if we assume the Z
coordinate almost constant in the image or when the
range of Z values of the object is small compared to
the distance between the camera and the object. In
those cases the scale factor c/Z will remain almost
constant as optimized value. Moreover it is not
necessary to recover the absolute depth of the points
with respect to the object coordinate system.
Furthermore the camera constant is not required and
this makes the algorithm suitable for all applications
that deal with uncalibrated images or video. But, due
to ill-posed problem, still have an undetermined system,
as the scale factor s cannot be determined only by
means of (2) and a single frame. Complexity of the
system may be reduced by extracting the features from
the grabbed stereo image.
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C. Reconstruction through Feature Extraction

Stereo images are block adjusted by windowing
technique from the physical camera model. The block
adjusted stereo images are always resampled to
epipolar geometry. As a result this can be used directly
for stereo feature extraction without any additional
adjustment and resampling. The object-to-image
relationship for each stereo image is expressed by a
sample Rational Polynomial Camera RPC model
through least-squares approach.

III. MODEL ISSUES

A cross country terrain model is the elevated
model of the landscape. On the other hand, a Digital
Surface Model includes the, objects with their heights
above as well as below the ground surface. The basic
idea of using a feature extraction technique to
reconstruct the surface of the man made objects with
different heights over the terrain can be detected by
applying a threshold to a normalized surface model.
The other issue is realizing an accurate point
correspondences are difficult to compute in regions with
homogeneous color and intensity. View dependent
effects, such as specular highlights or reflections, leads
to correspondence mismatches. Obtaining dense
correspondence for many image points is especially
hard. Finally, differences between images due to
occlusions are difficult to handle. This is a severe
problem for general scene reconstruction where such
occlusions happen frequently.

Apart from this image processing methods must
be extended in order to describe the imaging geometry,
which is characterized by nearly parallel projection in
along-track direction and perspective projection in
cross-track direction as well as the mathematical
description of the sensor model. The image sensors
are modeled with the camera calibration techniques.
Sensor calibration defines the intrinsic and extrinsic
parameters equivalent to the world model. The difficulty
in this process was the separation of the buildings from
the trees as both features have heights above the
ground. However, their separation can be achieved
using different structural matching technique during
image processing phase.

IV. FEATURE EXTRACTION ALGORITHM

Stereo images are grabbed from the cross
country terrain with the help of test bench module. Gray
scale conversion is performed in order to reduce the

computational complexity. Wavelet based denoising
technique has been adopted for removing the impulse
noise. Pre processing is done to reduce the complexity
of correspondence matching and camera modeling. A
seed pixel is selected with respect to the threshold
value, finding out the difference between every image
pixel from the solution of the correspondence problem
of the stereo image. If a selected seed pixel difference
is less than or equal to the threshold, then that pixel
is appended, to give independency from image
parameter and image specific. The motion field can be
described as the projection of the 3D velocity field in
a scene onto a 2D image plane and is analogous to
optical flow for many situations. Let

P = [X, Y, Z]T (3)

be a 3D point in the camera reference frame,
Z the optical axis and f the focal length, then the image
of a scene point, P can be mapped to the image point
p through the following equation:

P = f
P
Z

(4)

From this required basic equations are,

vx =
Tzx − Txf

Z
− wyf + wzy +

wzxy
f

−
wyx

2

f

vy =
Tzx − Tyf

Z
− wxf + wzx +

wyxy
f

−
wxy

2

f

(5)

where v is the velocity vector in image space,
T is the translational velocity vector in camera space,
f is focal length, Z the depth to the motion point in
camera space and ω is the rotational velocity vector
in camera space. Detecting discontinuity parameter C
is an important process for obtaining the enhanced
features to extract from optical flow images,

C =
⎡
⎢
⎣

Σ Ez
2

Σ ExEy

Σ ExEy

Σ Ey
2

⎤
⎥
⎦

(6)

where the sums of image brightness E are taken
over the neighborhood pixels p. The discontinuities are
found by extracting the two eigen values of the matrix
that encode the intensity strengths thus producing a
new matrix C:
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C = ⎡
⎢
⎣

λ1

0
0

λ2

⎤
⎥
⎦

(7)

Thus when λ1 ≥ λ2 andλ2 is over a given

threshold value, it corresponds to two strong
discontinuity in the same image window thus specifying
a feature clouds. The features are extracted from the
region of interest with respect to camera modeling

through image processing steps like Image
enhancement, Dilation. Region growing and Erosion are
performed to extract the discontinuity available in the

image. Image enhancement is done with

averaging and Gaussian filters to highlight the object
features of stereo image. Dilation is performed on the
edge detected image to bridge the gap between the
edge pixels. Region growing is performed on the dilated
image to differentiate the region of required pixels from

the background pixels. The surface reconstruction Map
in order to provide a different representation of object
information from the enhanced feature clouds with the
range threshold function is obtained as,

proxi = d (ri) = Kp

ri2
(8)

where ri is the range in metres to the point of

interest i, Kp the threshold constant and proxi

representing range information converted to a 0 − 1

proximity scale, where 1 representing the closest

surface. Basic blocks to perform this proposed
technique of a reconstruction is given in Fig.2.

The complete system can be divided into an
offline data acquisition and an online rendering part. In
the offline part, the images are preprocessed to
estimate calibration and feature extraction through the

identification of discontinuity from depth maps of each
view. In the online rendering of the image data set is
created from novel views of CCD cameras at an
interactive rate.

Fig. 2. Functional blocks of a reconstruction
technique

V. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
A model was designed with cameras mounted on

a wheeled wood ware with a provision of PC with
power supply, Hub/Ethernet switch, and Ethernet cable
as in Fig.3.

Fig.3. Test bench module

The image acquisition is performed on a two video
sequences of 540 frames in 52 sec, of size
640 × 480 × 24 BPP which are grabbed under the
developed terrain model inside the campus. The programs
are performed on a Pentium IV 2.4 GHz computer using
Matlab language V7.0. As the number of cameras is two,
a fast Ethernet switch was used to connect both of them
simultaneously to one PC as in Fig.4.

Fig. 4. Image acquisition system
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The cameras were mounted on the test bench
with an arrangement of dynamic baseline, from 0.6m
to 1m in steps. Video images are grabbed in and
around of the University campus, on that some of the
images is shown in Table 1 as sample data base. The
original images have been taken from different
environment conditions and different orientations with
respect to the test bench. To view them in stereo, it
will not be able to align them so that corresponding
features come together. The best is image rectification
included in the stereo process to appear the images

have been taken from approximately the same look
direction.

An additional feature of epipolar resampling is
also performed to achieve stability on scene alignment
which allows comfortable stereo viewing. The
object-to-image relationship of each stereo image is
expressed by a sample camera modeling parameter
through camera calibration technique and surface
reconstruction is performed with the developed stereo
feature extraction technique. This experiment is
conducted for both static and dynamic image conditions

Table I Sample Data Base Of A Grabbed Stereo Image

Sl.No Image ID
Sample Real time Stereo Test Set

Type of the image
Left Image Right Image

1 DSC02011 Static indoor image

2 DSC02032 Dynamic dense indoor image

3 DSC02171 Dynamic outdoor image

4 DSCO2231 Static and dynamic outdoor images
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and it is compared with the existing feature extraction
techniques.

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

The preliminary results show that the proposed
feature extraction method is quite promising for
detecting the objects from its surface reconstruction is
given in Table.2. The results of various experiment
conducted refers success of Discontinuity based
extraction technique is dependent on number of
parameters such as choice and size of image
smoothing operators, the choice of edge detecting

mask, threshold chosen for edge detection, size and
shape of the structuring elements chosen for
morphological image processing. Hence this technique
cannot be standardized and is not suitable for real time
dense object detection. Object complexity is also very
high. But it suits for unocculed static minimal object
conditions.

In the case of region growing based extraction
large discontinuity only identified as features and it lost
the finer details available in the image hence improper
surface reconstruction. The solution for the above said

Table I1 Feature Extracted Transform

Image ID
Comparisons of Feature Extraction Techniques

Discontinuity based extraction Region Growing based extraction Wavelet based extraction

DSC02011

DSC02032

DSC02171

DSCO2231

Thus a software-based surface reconstruction of stereo images using feature extraction algorithm is

implemented. The proposed approach is satisfactory to reconstruct the surface objects and its virtual model is shown

in Table III.
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problem is given with the developed wavelet based
feature extraction technique. It is clearly shown in the
last column of Table II. The developed algorithm gives
better approximation during the surface reconstruction
of different image conditions as well as dense object
conditions also. Equivalent surface reconstruction of
different image condition is implemented; it gives the
depth information between the objects with respect to
the imaging device orientation, which is not available
in the case of 2D image model.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Feature extraction system is developed for the
automatic reconstruction of uncalibrated image
sequences. The camera path was calibrated and nearly

dense feature extraction was computed. Two different
existing methods of extraction and the developed
algorithm were discussed. The reconstruction results
show that the generated quality is still not sufficient for
seamless rendering from arbitrary extrapolated image
positions for dense medium like trees. One issue to
investigate further is the proper handling of different
environment conditions and the problem of global
seamless integration of local models.
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